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Bugfixes
INFORMATION
When opening a project with the new version (2016-17.03), projects of the directly
previous version (2016-17.02)
|_| are converted and can no longer be opened with the previous version
|x| are not converted and can still be opened with the previous version
COM Registration
|x| the COM library has been changed and should be registered again
(start the program as ADMIN using „E3.series.exe /register“)

The bug fixes are sorted and listed by designer number(s). This enables you, for example, to
easily search for bugs reported to our support office.

Designer-20587
Designer-22568
Designer-26293
Designer-26340
Designer-27727
Designer-28141
Designer-28279
Designer-28308
Designer-28343
Designer-28482
Designer-28492
Designer-28496
Designer-28530
Designer-28584
Designer-28586
Designer-28669

Trigger "AfterModifyNetSegment" doesn't react when symbol moved
COM method 'Sym.GetAssignedOptionIds' returns 0 when Boolean
expression is defined
Wrong display of conductor logic lines when cutting/inserting a
splice whose symbol contains the node property 'Passes wires'
The model name can be larger than the allowed 52 characters via
'rename'
No ability to set bus pins equivalently in DBE - This function is not
possible and is canceled with error message now
Borrowed licenses (BORROW Feature in Flexlm) permanently lead
to 'Feature-Checkouts' when E3 is connected to a network
Conductors/wires are missing after Ruplan import
Panel: Autorouting: Wires are not straightly routed in specific
combinations - Wire loop may occur at pin
Symbols are missing/incorrect symbols ? are displayed at 'open line
ends' after Ruplan Import
Differing behavior when copying sheets with assemblies and
terminal strips.
Routing is not able to find the cable duct
Formboard table symbol can't display text type #1096 (pin and port
name)
Docking points may appear on cable ducts
Update in project of symbol in single pin display changes the signal
display
No ability to use a text template symbol when creating a model of
type cable duct or mount
Insert of a sub-circuit incorrectly inherits the location (function) of
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Designer-28690
Designer-28694
Designer-28698
Designer-28708
Designer-28717
Designer-28726

Designer-28776
Designer-28780

Designer-28797
Designer-28800
Designer-28810

Designer-28820
Designer-28821
Designer-28827
Designer-28830
Designer-28851
Designer-28860
Designer-28868
Designer-28874
Designer-28879
Designer-28897
Designer-28901

Designer-28918

Designer-28932
Designer-28933

sheet when a template symbol of assembly designation is contained
COM: No ability to reset values via SetTextStyle in the Dimension
Interface
Line ends belonging to different options are connected after delete
or update of a symbol
No ability to delete terminal in Multiuser (Your changes were not
accepted by the server)
Not all panel connections are routed in a variant
Error 'E - Error in function string\next_string_from_chain(), ret = 1'
when executing the COM function 'Tree.GetNames'
When jumping to a text which is located outside the region, the red
message 'E - Error in Function hnhlight\highlight_text(), ret = 2'
appears
COM: Function 'Opt.GetAllDeviceIds' returns also Attribute-Ids with different attribute values
Error 'E - Error in function hnbuspin\get_buspin_pins(), ret = 1'
when saving a symbol within the database editor and updating a
component at the same time
No update of Formboard table symbol at import of a sub-circuit
E3.ReportScripts: Incorrect creation of bill of material at devices
with options in assemblies
Symbols in a view (incl. Formboard) lose their assignment at subcircuit import because of the update of the component depending
on different component structures
Error at change of cable ducts via device properties with tree
structure using alternative component names.
No function of change at zoom factor for ''Jump'' at already opened
sheets
COM function 'NetSeg.GetLineSegments' on net loops returns no
coordinates
Error ''Connection not unique'' when trying to connect a wire to a
connection with variants
When the start parameter "nopanel" is used, the menu entry
"Autorouting" appears twice within the settings
Cut and paste of locked models leads to error message E - Error in
Function hnsheet\get_sheet_region(), ret = 2
Open sheet "Read Only" from Sheet Overview opens sheet editable
Setting 'Hyperlink - Text Hyperlink' for a hyperlink text are not
regarded for the exports (except PDF) - colour/underline of the text
Cable ducts placed in Panel are invisible in the 2D view
COM call 'Dimension.Create' throws server exception "80010105"
Update configuration in project is not updating the material
information if the type of wire colors and hose/tube materials has
been changed in database
COM functions 'Sym.SetDisplayWidth' and 'Sym.SetDisplayLength'
doesn't work for dynamic symbols which are placed on inactive
sheets
Segment merging formboard nodes are displayed as filled graphic in
pdf (point instead of circle)
When options have been added in the default mode, options with
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Designer-28947
Designer-28954
Designer-28978
Designer-28998
Designer-29028

the same name (from different groups) are deleted when
converting
E3 crash when opening a specific project
Import of sub-circuit is rejected in Multiuser (More than one symbol
with the designation 'xxx' found)
Rubber-Banding auxiliary line disappears when the cursor moves
over the pin in connection direction
Too many attributes are shown in device properties after conversion
of the project
Attribute settings in connection target reference format get lost
when saving a file in "*.e3t or *.e3d" format
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